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Abstract— Job shop scheduling is an important step in 

planning and manufacturing control, and at the same time 

remain one of the well-known optimization problem. In a 

job shop scheduling problem, a set of jobs has to be 

processed on a set of machines such that a specific 

optimization criterion is satisfied. As job shop scheduling 

highly affects the efficiency of manufacture, a large number 

of optimization techniques have been applied to the problem 

to achieve a satisfied solution over the years. Here, an effort 

has been made to optimize a real world scheduling problem 

using a well-known technique genetic algorithm. Genetic 

algorithms (GAs) are a very popular heuristic which have 

been successfully applied to many optimization problems 

within the last 30 years. GAs are stochastic global search 

methods that mimic the natural biological evolution [1]. 

GAs operates on a population of possible solutions applying 

the principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and 

better approximations to a solution. In this work few 

conventional job shop scheduling problems are first solved 

using Genetic Algorithm and results are compared for 

validation. Then GA is applied to real world job shop 

scheduling problem. Few assumptions are made to the real 

world industry data to reduce the constraints. A model of the 

problem is developed in MATLAB platform and results are 

plotted, analyzed and discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To find the best schedule can be very easy or very tough, 

depending on the shop environment, the process constraints 

and the performance indicators [2]. The Job-Shop 

Scheduling Problem (JSP) is considered one of the most 

difficult NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. In 

JSP, a set of jobs must be processed on a set of machines. 

Where each job is formed by a sequence of successive 

operations, every operation requires exactly one machine for 

a specified time, and machines are constantly available and 

can process one operation at a time without break. The 

complexity of the problem statement sponsors for attaining 

an optimal schedule in equitable time by the use of heuristic 

techniques, instead of looking for an exact solution. Various 

approaches have been proposed for scheduling such as 

branch and bound, priority rules, Tabu search, simulated 

annealing, genetic algorithms etc. In recent years, the 

adoption of meta-heuristics like GA has led to better results 

than classical dispatching or heuristic algorithms [3]. 

Solving scheduling problems with GA methods have been 

introduced by many researchers. Here, a real world job shop 

scheduling problem is simulated and optimized.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The idea of integrating process planning and scheduling 

functions is an archetype shift for most manufacturing 

organizations. Previous work on the use of alternative 

operations for a particular job reported that alternative plans 

lead to benefit in a manufacturing environment [4]-[6]. 

According to these papers, alternative plans can successfully 

be used for: 

1) Solving disruption problems on the shop floor, 

such as rush orders, machine overloads and 

machine breakdowns; 

2) Reduction of in-process inventory; 

3) Increasing equipment utilization. 

Considering the benefits of integrating planning 

and scheduling, a large number of researches started 

working and developed many algorithms and techniques. 

Since JSSP is a NP complete problem, there exists no 

specific algorithm which would give the optimal solution for 

all cases. Ivan Lazar [7] in 2012 did a review of various 

trends and developments in solving the stubborn scheduling 

problem and concluded that Genetic Algorithm is the most 

suited and widely used approach. 

A. Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic algorithm developed by Goldberg was inspired by 

Darwin's theory of evolution which states that the survival 

of an organism is affected by rule "the strongest species that 

survives". Darwin also stated that the survival of an 

organism can be maintained through the process of 

reproduction, crossover and mutation. Darwin's concept of 

evolution is then adapted to computational algorithm to find 

solution to a problem called objective function in natural 

fashion. A solution generated by genetic algorithm is called 

a chromosome, while collection of chromosome is referred 

as a population. A chromosome is composed from genes and 

its value can be either numerical, binary, symbols or 

characters depending on the problem want to be solved. 

These chromosomes will undergo a process called fitness 

function to measure the suitability of solution generated by 

GA with problem. Some chromosomes in population will 

mate through process called crossover thus producing new 

chromosomes named offspring which its genes composition 

are the combination of their parent. In a generation, a few 

chromosomes will also mutation in their gene. The number 

of chromosomes which will undergo crossover and mutation 

is controlled by crossover rate and mutation rate value. 

Chromosome in the population that will maintain for the 

next generation will be selected based on Darwinian 

evolution rule, the chromosome which has higher fitness 

value will have greater probability of being selected again in 

the next generation. After several generations, the 
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chromosome value will converges to a certain value which 

is the best solution for the problem. 

A typical GA process consist of following steps  

 Step 1: Generate the initial population. Determine 

the size of the population and the maximum 

number of the generation.  

 Step 2: Calculate the fitness value of each member 

of the initial population.  

 Step 3: Calculate the selection probability of each 

member of the initial population using the ratio of 

fitness value of that initial population to the 

summation of the fitness values of the individual 

solutions.  

 Step 4: Select a pair of members (parents) that can 

be used for reproduction using selection 

probability.  

 Step 5: Apply the genetic operators such as 

crossover, mutation, and inversion to the parents. 

Replace the parents with the new offspring to form 

a new population.  

 Check the size of the new population. If it is equal 

to the initial population size, then go to step 6, 

otherwise go to step 4.  

 Step 6: If the current generation is equal to the 

maximum number of the generation then stop, else 

move to step 2. 

III. NUMERICAL MODEL 

The job shop scheduling problem is solved using genetic 

algorithm by developing a code on MATLAB platform. The 

code is based on two types of iterations one is local iteration 

and other is global iteration. The local iteration gives the 

local best result and after that these local results are 

executed under the global iteration to give the overall best 

result. This is been defined in this way just to avoid the 

probability of local result convergence.  

 
Fig. 5:  Flow Chart of Numerical Model 

In this model, transportation time and processing 

time is taken as the first input to generate initial population 

after that initial problem is tested taking make span as the 

fitness criteria. A condition is defined after evaluation of the 

population which decides whether the results are fine or it 

requires new population generation. Mutation and crossover 

are used to generate new population and that new population 

again runs through the condition for best results.  

When the overall condition (both local and global) 

is satisfied, then the problem is optimized and results are 

plotted. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the program  

IV. CODE VALIDATION 

Four problems are taken in this work for validation. The 

makespan time (to be minimized) is used as the fitness 

criteria. Mutation is taken as 40% for new population 

generation. A detail of each problem is mentioned 

separately. 

A. Problem 1:  

The first problem is taken from journal of P.Chithtrai 

Selvam et al. (2012). The problem involves a set of 5 jobs (1 

through 5) to be processed on 4 different machines (M1 

through M4). The table 1 shows the processing times (min) 

for the problem. 

Processing Time Matrix (min) 

S.No. M1 M2 M3 M4 

Job 1 8 7 14 9 

Job 2 13 10 17 6 

Job 3 18 16 11 12 

Job 4 11 15 12 9 

Job 5 7 11 0 16 

Table 1: Processing Time Matrix for Problem 1 

B. Results 1:  

The results are shown in the below figures. Three graphs are 

plotted as results. The most important one is the solution 

represented with Gantt chart. Gantt chart shows the schedule 

of allocation of the machines. Fig 2 shows the Gantt chart 

for the problem 1. In this machine number is plotted on the 

ordinate and makespan is plotted on the absicca.Makespan 

of schedule is time elapsed from the beginning of processing 

untill the last job has been finished. This Gantt chart 

represents the best makespan of all the local makespans.The 

best makespan for this problem is 62. 

 
Fig: 2:  Best Gantt chart for Problem1 
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Second graph represents the makespan for every 

iteration. In this graph number of iterations is taken as 

abcisca and  makespan is taken as ordinate. We can see that 

after every 1000 iterations there is a sudden increase in the 

makespan this is because of the global iteration. 

 
Fig: 3:  Best makespan graph for Problem1 

Third graph represents the makespan function 

(fitness function) for every iteration. In this graph, number 

of iterations is taken on absica and makespan function is 

taken on ordinate. The fitness function plays a very 

important role in guiding GA/P to obtain the best solutions 

within a large search space. Good fitness functions will help 

GA/P to explore the search space more effectively and 

efficiently. Bad fitness functions, on the other hand, can 

easily make GA/P get trapped in a local optimum solution 

and lose the discovery power. 

 
Fig. 4:  Makespan function graph for problem 1 

C. Problem 2: 

The second problem is taken from research paper of S. 

Jayasankariet al. (2012). This is one of most conventional 

problem in the literature. The problem involves a set of 3 

jobs (1 through 3) to be processed on 3 different machines 

(M1 through M3). The table 2 shows the processing times 

(min) for the problem 

S.No. M1 M2 M3 

Job 1 3 3 3 

Job 2 2 4 3 

Job 3 2 3 1 

Table 2: Processing Time Matrix for Problem 2 

D. Results 2:  

Like the previous problem four graphs are plotted as results. 

Gantt chart shows the schedule of allocation of the 

machines. Fig 5 shows the Gantt chart for the problem 2. In 

this machine number is plotted on the ordinate and 

makespan is plotted on the absicca. This Gantt chart 

represents the best makespan of all the local makespans. The 

best makespan for this problem is 10. 

 
Fig. 5:  Best Gantt Chart for Problem2 

Second graph represents the makespan for every 

iteration. The optimize makespan value can be seen which is 

10. 

 
Fig: 6:  Best makespan graph for Problem2 

Third graph represents the makespan function 

(fitness function) for every iteration 

 
Fig: 7: Makespan function graph for Problem2 

E. Problem 3:  

The third problem is introduced by Fisher and Thompson. 

This problem involves a set of 10 jobs (1 through 10) to be 

processed on 10different machines (M1 through M10). This 

problem is one of the two well-known benchmark problems 

in the history job shop scheduling. The table 3 shows the 

processing times (min) for the problem. 
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Processing Time Matrix (min) 

S.N

o. 

M

1 

M

2 

M

3 

M

4 

M

5 

M

6 

M

7 

M

8 

M

9 

M1

0 

Job 

1 
29 78 9 36 49 11 62 56 44 21 

Job 

2 
43 28 90 69 75 46 46 72 30 11 

Job 

3 
85 91 74 39 33 10 89 12 90 45 

Job 

4 
71 81 95 98 99 43 9 85 52 22 

Job 

5 
6 22 14 26 69 61 53 49 21 72 

Job 

6 
47 2 84 95 6 52 65 25 48 72 

Job 

7 
37 46 13 61 55 21 32 30 89 32 

Job 

8 
81 46 31 79 32 74 88 36 19 48 

Job 

9 
76 69 85 76 16 51 40 89 74 11 

Job 

10 
13 85 61 52 90 47 7 45 64 76 

Table 3: Processing Time Matrix for Problem 3 

F. Results3:  

Fig 8 shows the Gantt chart for the problem 3. In this 

machine number is plotted on the ordinate and makespan is 

plotted on the absicca. This Gantt chart represents the best 

makespan of all the local makespans. The best makespan for 

this problem is 893. 

Fig. 8: Best Gantt Chart for Problem3 

  
Fig: 9:  Best makespan graph for Problem3 

 
Fig. 10:  Makespan function graph for Problem3 

V. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In this study we concentrate on the job shop scheduling 

problem of an automotive parts manufacturing company In 

this article we define manufacturing system, production 

flow and scheduling operations. 

A. General Information  

Manufacturing unit taken in this study is an 

ISO 9001:2008 certified company situated in IMT Manesar 

(Gurgaon) and known as one of the largest gasket 

manufacturer and supplier in India. The company has a wide 

range of gaskets like engine overhaul, decarbonizing and 

conversion gasket, cylinder head gaskets and non-asbestos 

materials gaskets. The company is specialized in the 

manufacturing of exhaust & inlet manifold gaskets and 

exhaust system gaskets, using a diverse range of metallic 

and non-metallic materials, including graphite, mica, 

laminations and solid steel. The company is equipped with 

specialized presses-mechanical, pneumatic & hydraulic with 

capacity range up to 200 tones sophisticated and surface 

coating equipment, supported by in-house tool manufacture. 

The customer list of the company has almost all the 

big players of automotive industry like Maruti Suzuki, 

Honda, and Hyundai etc. Company has also some well 

renowned names of the automotive industry from Europe 

and America in the customer list.   

B. Manufacturing System 

The manufacturing setting consists of 4 machine types, M1 

through M4. In order to reduce the complexity of the 

problem we have excluded the machines which are fixed in 

the process of manufacturing. The characteristics of the 

machines are explained below: 

M1 Machine, Press machine: This is the machine 

which performs not only the most important operations but 

also the largest number of operations. First it performs the 

basic operation of punching the major holes in all the three 

parts of the sandwich structure gasket then after it is used to 

combine all the individual parts like rings, outer trimmed 

sheets and callouts. As it performs the basic operation of 

punching as well as the combining operation, this machine 

is centrally located in the shop.       

M2 Machine, Differential machine: It performs the 

precise operation of maintaining the thickness of the parts. 

First it maintains the thickness of the individual parts then of 

the assembled gasket.   
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M3 Machine, Knurl center: This machine is used to 

create knurl on the gasket. 

M4 Machine, Printing machine: It performs the 

operation of making marking on the gaskets with different 

colors. 

The relative locations of the machines in the 

manufacturing shop are given in Figure 11. 

 
Fig. 11: Workshop Layout 

C. The Production Plan and Material Flow 

The production plan is used at the beginning of each year 

bearing in mind the contracts with clients. The plan includes 

the number and type of products to be produced at each 

month. The monthly plans are revised to handle the 

deviations between the planned and actual production levels 

achieved in the previous months. The production is done in 

batches. 

The production department issues the work orders 

with specified batch sizes. If the order, so called job, is 

critical, there is a first inspection point that identifies 

whether the job is critical or not. After the batch clears the 

initial inspection, its first unit is processed. The processed 

unit is inspected by the quality control department. If the 

unit is processed correctly, the remaining units in the batch 

are processed at the first critical machine. If the unit is not 

processed properly, the machine setup is changed and one 

unit is processed and sent to the quality inspection 

department to check whether the new setup is proper. The 

above procedure continues until the proper output is 

obtained. 

After all operations of job are finished, the batch is 

sent to quality the inspection area for final inspection after 

which the defectives units are scrapped. The qualified units 

are sent to the packaging department. 

D. Decisions and Assumptions  

The scheduling problem faced by the company can be stated 

as allocating four machines to the operations and scheduling 

the assigned operations on each machine. Almost all five 

products require these four machines; hence their efficient 

planning and operation are vital for on time deliveries. 

The schedule plan is determined at the start of each 

week by production planning and production workshop 

departments and the scheduling is done pin a rolling horizon 

basis. Each week, the parts that pent from the previous week 

form the machine availability constraints. 

The objective is to schedule the machines so as to 

finish each job as early as possible. 

The below mentioned assumptions are taken into 

account: 

Machine processes one operation at a time and 

once an operation initiates processing on a given machine, 

the machine stops only when the operation is over.  

There is no material shortage; all resources are 

available when needed. 

There are no breakdowns 

The batch size in this work is set as 50 reliant upon 

the practical data. 

The processing times are deterministic. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The plant has a set of 4 types of gaskets (taken as jobs 1 

through 4) to be processed on 4 different machines(M1 

through M4 as described under manufacturing system).The 

makespan time (to be minimized) is used as the fitness 

criteria. Mutation is taken as 40% for new population 

generation. Processing time matrix (min) and transportation 

time matrix (min) are mentioned in table number 4 and 5. 

The processing time matrix shows the time for the 

processing of a batch of 50 gaskets as already mentioned in 

the assumptions taken. Transportation matrix shows the time 

taken in the movement from one machine to another.  

Processing Time Matrix (min) 

S.No. M1 M2 M3 M4 

Job 1 150 150 50 50 

Job 2 100 100 50 50 

Job 3 50 100 50 50 

Job 4 50 50 100 100 

Job 5 200 150 50 100 

Table 4: Processing Time Matrix 

Transportation Time Matrix (min) 

S.No. M1 M2 M3 M4 

M1 0 2 3 2 

M2 2 0 5 4 

M3 2 5 0 3 

M4 2 4 3 0 

Table 5: Transportation Time Matrix 

The fig. 12 present the solutions with Gantt chart. 

Gantt chart is the most common way of solution 

representation for the scheduling problem. Gantt chart 

shows the schedule of allocation of the machines. In this 

machine number is plotted on the ordinate and makespan is 

plotted on the absicca. Makespan of schedule is time elapsed 

from the beginning of processing untill the last job has been 

finished. This Gantt chart represents the best makespan of 

all the local makespans. The best makespan for this problem 

is 559. 

 
Fig. 12:  Best Gantt Chart 
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The fig. 13 represents the makespan for every 

iteration. In this graph, number of iterations is taken as 

abcisca and  makespan is taken as ordinate. We can see that 

after every 1000 iterations there is a sudden increase in the 

makespan this is because of the global iteration.  

 
Fig: 13:  Best makespan graph 

The fig. 14 represents the makespan function 

(fitness function) for every iteration. In this graph, number 

of iterations is taken on absica and makespan function is 

taken on ordinate. The fitness function plays a very 

important role in guiding GA/P to obtain the best solutions 

within a large search space. Good fitness functions will help 

GA/P to explore the search space more effectively and 

efficiently. Bad fitness functions, on the other hand, can 

easily make GA/P get trapped in a local optimum solution 

and lose the discovery power. 

F(x) = 1/x 

 
Fig. 14:  Makespan function graph 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) has been known as 

an extremely stubborn combinatorial optimization problem 

since the 1950s. Due to its high complexity, the recent 

research has focused on the heuristic approaches, such as 

genetic algorithm (GA) tabu search (TS).  

Here, the optimal solution of the practical job-shop 

scheduling problem is obtained by using the non-traditional 

techniques, Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithm is found 

to be one of the best and fast converging search techniques 

when the search span is very large and gives better results 

when compared to other search procedures. The 

applicability of the GA based methodology has considerable 

potential application to manufacturing with further 

refinement in certain aspects, as outlined below. 

1) We have considered transportation time and setup 

time as constant, further work can be done using 

setup time and transportation time.  

2) We have assumed no break down, further work can 

be done taking into account actual breakdown. 

3) Solving the practical problem of this work with 

other optimization method like tabu search or 

simulated annealing is also comes in the regime of 

the 
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